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FOREWORD

The purpose of this training circular Is to provide Information
concerning the radloelectronic combat threat. The enemy
Integrates electronic Intercept and direction finding with sup-
pressive fires and electronic Jamming. Enemy radloelectronic
combat Is Intended to deprive the United States Army use of
its tacticii electronic emitters required to fighi the battle.
This training circular explains how the direction finding com-
ponent of enemy radloelectronic combat is used and how
specific protective techniques may be applied to prevent
United States Army units from becoming enemy electronic
targets. This training circular is Intended for use by all mem-
bers of the United States Army having responsibility for tac-
tical electronic systems.
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SECTION I

THE ELECTROMC BATTLEFIELD

Consider the modern battlefield not In the customary three dimensions of
previous wars - but with an added dimension - the electromagnetic spectrum.
The commander .1ust view and plan for this battlefield with regard to Its depthi
and width, the airspace overhead, and the electromagnetic spectrum, a largely In-
visible mediurn which will saturate the battle area. If a unit can ba ssn vku3I~y or
electronically on this battlefield, there Is a high probahility It can be destroyed.
The enemy uses rac~io direction filad~ng to locate electronic emitters used by our
units. Or.ce an emitter Is Identified and located the enamy can determine the
disposition and Intentions at oui- force and can also develop targets for sup-
pressive fires or electronic jamming.

THIS TRAINING CIRCULAR EXP'LAINS HOW DIRECTION FINDING IS USED AS
*1 _AN ELEMFNT OF ELECTRONIC WAPFARE. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ENEMY

DlIRECTION FINDING CAN BE REDUCED IF THE USERS OF ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS Ul-aERSTAND DIRECT!ON FiNDING.
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ON THY, MODERN BArITEFIEL.D

-WHAT CAN BE SEEN,
CAN BE HIT

-WHAT CAN BE HIT,
CAN BE KILLED

WHAT CAN 31 SEEN VISUALl" 02

ELECTRONI CALLY
CAN BE KILLED
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DF
DIRECTION FINDING

DF is a collective term applied te the technique of determining line bearings
from one or more direction finding positions to HFIVHFIUHF radio or radar emit-
ters. A line bearing Is determined by measuring the direction of arrival of an emit-
ter's radio waves at the direction finders. A single line bearing from one point to
an , itter provides the approximate direction of the emitter from the DF position.
Intereecting bearings from DF positions at three or more different points may pro-
vide the approximate location of an emitter. Radars may be located very accurate-
ly by direction finding; In some cases by using only a single line bearing In con-
junction with radar locating equipment.
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THE MADIUIL.L; I MUNK; UUMUA I I rMii.A I

Radloelectronic combat is a term used by Soviet model forces to Indicate the
Integration of signels Intelligence (SIGINT), Intensive jamming, deception, and
suppressive fires to deprive an adversary of command and control In combat. It
may be expected that enemy forces will be aware of the dependence that our
forces place on communicatlona. The enemy may be expected to try to
systematically analyze US Army communlcations and noncommunicatlons emit-
ters which serve as keystones upon which command and control of our forces are
dependent. The enemy may then be expected to attempt to destroy or disrupt at
least 50 percent of our command, control, and weapon system communications
by using suppressive fires or electronic Ja mming wherever possible. This is the
essence of radloelectronic combat.

To locate US electronic emitters, the enemy employs direction finding In con.,
junction with other information to provide targets for enemy suppressive fires
and jamming. Direction finding of radio transmitters Is not precise. The enemy's
suppressive artillery fires will usually not be fired at locations provided only by
direction finding. However, there are exceptions.

Due to the high concentration and wide dispersal of multiple rocket launcher
fires, they can be fired against soft targets located by direction finding with a
high probability of destroying the target. Suppressive fires are also effective
against most radars since they can be more accurately located by direction
finding.

Because of tha length of their transmissions, the peculiarity of their signal, and
power output, jammers are easily located and identified as targets for attack by
suppressive fires. Otherwise, the enemy requires Information from other sources
to refine direction finding locations Into targets. In too many Instances this infor-
mation Is provided by poor signal security (SIGSEC) or poor electronic counter-
countermeasures (ECCM) on the part of our forces.

Because the US forces will be outnumbered, the US commander must be able
to sen the modern battlefield faster and more clearly than ever before. According-
ly, the US unit must depend on effective command, control, intelligence, and
weapon communications systems for survival. Superb communications are need-
ed to control the movement of forces to counter the enemy's superiority In
numbers and firepower. The US Army needs and uses much communications
equit ment to fight a numerically superior enemy. To ensure that the US Army can
fight in the manner for which It Is being trained, It must prevent an enemy from
controlling the electromagnetic environmen2.
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DIRECTION FINDING IS USED

& To provide approximate locations of electronic emitters that can then be
fired on by artillery barrages or multiple rocket fireb.

e To provide suitable locations for firing on most radars and jammers.

o To provide locations which, when applied In conjunction with signal and
terrain analyses, can be refined to a target area of sufficient accuracy for
artillery fires.

* To build a picture of the battlefield which shows the disposition and re-
veals the Intentions of our units. The dispositions and Intentions of units
may be revealed by a single key emitter.

Specifically, direction finding is a prerequisite
and essential step for the conduct of effective
radioeectrnic combat.

SIGSEC and ECCM are effective deterrents to1 I ,,,,- r~IAin"!-ctra.!f i .mr t I
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ELECTRONIC WAHFARE

EW
EW IS MILITARY AC.ION INVOLVING THE
USE OF tLEC1NOMAGNTIC ENERGY TO
DETERMINE, EXP'LOIT. REDUJCE OR PRE-
VENT HOSTILE USE OF THE ELECTHO
MAGNETIC SPECTRUM AND ACTION WHICH
RETAINS FRiENDLY USE OF THE ELECTRO
MAGNETIC SPECTRUM. EW IS DIVIDED INTO
THE THREE CATEGORIES LSM, ECM, FCCM

DIRECTION FNIGCUTRDIRECTION
FINDING & NTERCEPT

ESM ECM ECCM
ELECTRONIC WARFARE SUWPORT ELECTROIC CODIIER MEASURES ELECTRONIC COUNTER-COUNTER

MEASURES MEASURES

(U) ESM IS THAT DIVISION OF EW IN (U) ECM IS THAI DIVISION OF EW INVOLV. (U) ECCM IS THAT DIVISION Of EW IN
VOLVING ACTIONS TAKEN TO ING ACTIONS TAKEN TO PREVENT OR VOLVING ACTIONS TAKEN TO EN-

SEARCH FOR, INEr',EPT, LOCATE. REDUCE THE ENEMY'S EFFECTIVE USE SURE FRIENDLY USE OF THE ELEC-

AND IMMEDIATELY IDENTIFY RA- OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPEC TROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM AGAINST
DIATED ELECTROMAGNETIC ENER TRUM. ECM INCLUDES JAMMING AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE. ECGM IS A

GY FOR THE FURPOSE v'; =41 .ED! rLFTk N!C DECEPTIN RECIPROCAL OF COMMUNICATIONS
ATE THREAT RECOGNITION AND SECURITY SIOSEC.
THE TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT OF
FORCES. DIRECTION FINDING OF

RADIOS AND RADARS IS AN ESM
TECHNIQUE. ESM MAY BE A RECI-
PROCAL OF SIGNALS INTELLI
GENCE (SIGINT).

INTERCEPTING JAMMING PROTECTING

IDENTIFYING DISRUPTING

ANALY;ONG DECEIVING

LOCATING
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SECTION II

A SHORT HORROR STORY

. FLOT

A US Army mechanized force prepares to attack an enemy position on the hill
mass to the east. One of its tank units is located off the adjacent road in a
woodllne near the bank of the stream. The tank unit Is concealed and In deflade
awaiting the arrival of a mechanized Infantry unit approaching north of the town
and from the west prior to attacking a fortified enemy position.

I .



FLOT

The mechanized Infantry unit has passed north of the town and Is approaching
the tank unit while taking full advantage 0i all concealing terrain. At this point,
both units remain visually unobserved by the enemy.

12



-.ENWI T S0 YOUP LOCAkThON
OftAVO THRIEE StK OVER

FLOT

At the mechanized Infantry unit approaches the general location of the tank
unit, the commander requests further Instructions. Communication time Is about
ten second*. Th. enemy Intercept operator monitoring the command net notes

* 2 and records the communication.

13
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The tank unit replies, providing Its location with a properly encrypted message.
Communication time Is about twenty seconds. At this point the enemy Intercept
unit has f!ashed lis direction finding net isking for beirings on both stations
transmitting on the monitored frequency.
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Total time for the entir, communications exchange as about forty-five seconds.
The enemy radio direction finding (RDF) net has had mare than adequate time to
determine the azimuth from each of Its three positions to the tank unit The area

wihnthe triangle on the map represents the approximate P!LbF fix.
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2,000 m

The area of the fix remains too large for accurate targeting or to risk exposing
the enemy's firing positions on the hill to the front. The gridded location of the
tank platoon reported In the commurdlcatk-n was properly encipered and remains
unintelligible to the enemy. IM fact, most things are being done correctly. A comw-
bined arms team Is being used to attack iortified positiuns .i the t..m is using
concealed route of advance. But, the enemy does know that the mechanized unit
Is moving to the tank unit's location within the triangular area delineated by the
RDF. The enemy knows that there will soon be two targets within the triangular
area. Further, elementary call sign analysis suggests that two separate units are
Involved. If the new automated communications-electronic operating Instrurtione
(CEOI) are not used correctly, prior tactical call sign analysis by the enemy would
suggest that a tank unit and a mechanized unit are Involved. Plain text revelation
not involving cail sign usage but the use of tanker- or mechanized infantry-
peculiar terms would also allow this conclusion.

16I



BRAVO 271Is now about 1 ,000 meters fromn the tank unit but Is unable to see the
concealed tanMt. BRAVO 27 hes no Intention of remaining In the open or of get-
ting lost near the FLOT so...
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Meanwhile, on the hil to the front, the enemy gunners have received
preiimlnerj Information for a fire mission. Traverse and elevation Is completed,
the gus ' ladd the gunners are awaiting the order to fire. Only the most
basic anaisis was required to locate the "bridge' within the vicinity of the RDF
location, from there the woline was readily located. There was more than &de-
quate infotmation with which to pwinide a target.
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r The enemy artlj!,' commander allows another minute or so for the armored
personnel carriers (APC) to close with the tanks and for hatches to open and then
the APC apd tank engines are muffled by the sound of exploding artillery aimed
500 meters north of the bridge at the edge of the woa-Ins.

1
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Hopefully, the lesson to be learned from the horror story Is not that enemy ROF
ts highly accurate, but that .. .

POOR CDMSEC IS SUICIDE

I ulq a tfiirsay rnaflevver In 1982 about
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If the enemy is unable to destroy the friendly unit by suppressive fires, he will
target the friendly unit's receivers for radic Jamming during the attack on hia
positions when command and control by our forces are crucial. RDF and poor

* communications security (COMSEC) permit the enemy to accurately direct his
* jammers against our radics for maximum effectiveness.

21



"USE A GUID

In the preceding scenario the use of predetermined approach route for the

mechanized Infantry unit and the use of guides provided by the tank unit could

have avoided the use of communications. This Is one metho tht O nem

forces us" to reduce commnunications5.

22
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AThis scenario also provided an excellent opportunity for electronic deception.
Afeint suggesting a frontal attack north of the road could have been simulated

~with only one tank and one APC using noise broadcast aqulpment ",o simulate the
~engi'ie sounds of the tanks and APCs of a larger force. Manipulative communica-
I tions deception (MCD) by the tank and APC indicating a much larger force would

have coniributed additional realism to the feint by feeding the enemy faise RDF
conclusions. Meanwhile the actual force conducting the main attack approaches

,.. from tVre south with emissien control (radio silence). The enemy's artillery is
directed to the wooded, but then unoccupied, area "500 meters north of th,
bridge" and the attack is successful and casualties hopefully reduced. Decep-

° tion Is a good idea, but must be carefully planned and coordinated with battle
; commander and adjacent units. Since the enemy may also use ground radar to
~verify thee targets, the deception force should include a deception array.

23
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btIIUN III

RADIO WAVES

The 3ccuracy of RDF has been the subject of many narratives. In some cases
commanders who believe that RDF Is very precise Instruct that radios and their
antennas be remotec 250 meters from the operator to counter RDF. Remotin, on-
ly 250 meters Is of little advantage. Let's examine the facts. A basic explanation.
of radio wave theory Is essential in order to understand direction finding
accuracy.

The ability of a direction finding station to Intercept and determine a bearing
on a target transmitter depends on Its ability to receive a "usable" signal. A
usable signal depends on the characteristics of radio waves. Radio waves travel
from the transmitter to a receiver or direction finder by ground wave which
spreads directly from transmitter to receiver through or just above the soil or sea;
and by sky wave which travels up to the electronically conducting layers in the
earth's upper atmosphere and Is reflected back by these layers to earth. In the
past the Army has referred to its tactical field radios chlefly as amplitude
modulated (AM) or frequency modulated (FM). This practice dates to WW II when
the tbrms AM and FM more cieariy disiinqu;1;,Ud thle versat::1ty of thze a.. .....

of radios. With respect to electronic warfare (EW) commanders should perceive
tactic&: radios with respect to the behavior of the radio's signal (radio weve pro-
pagation) which is affected mostly by frequency.

!i ..,.oo,!!..

AM RADIOS

Am*~A RPic TI)
iA'~tAC if AN eic W CI) U I A I)

7 - - 76 7

23 3000

L HIGH FREOUENCY 
J
, VINY HIOA FRIOUENCY R-ULYNA HIGHJ

{H) [V14f) PRlOUENCY

LINK-OF-IOH1 (UHF)

CONSIDER RADIOS NOT ONL Y A S AM OR FM BUT A LSO AS HF, VIIF, OR UtIF
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cipaily by means of the s'cy wave; short distance HF (50 kms) uses the ground
wave. Tactical FM communications (like the ANIPRC-77) use VHF. VHF (30-300
MHz) (often calied tactical FM) communication Is a radio line-of-sight, short
distance (40 to 80 kms), radio transmission method. The ANlPRC-77 and VRC-46
series radloo use a portion of the VHF spectrum (30-78 MHz). Tito range of the
VHF ground wave depends on the unobstructed1 line-of-sight distiance from the
transmitting to the receiving antenna, the height and type of tho antennas, and
the effective power output of the transmitter. Enemy direction finding can be
restricted by controiling the direction and power of the radio's ground wave. A
VHF transmission Is Illustrated below.

\ \VHF RANGE

GROUND DIRECT WAVE:

GROUND SURFACE WAVE
0 KM 8 KM 30 KM 80 KM

THINK AND VISUALIZE "1VHF"8 5SAY O
RATHER THAN "1FM"1 FOR ELECTRONIC;YIii
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ANTENNA PC.ARIZATION AND DIRECTIVITY

When power is delivered to an antenna, a radiation f!e'd is established which
travels from the transmitting antenna into space and hence to receiving anten-
nas. The radiation fleid has two components, referred to as the electric and
magnetic flids, which f rm a definite pattern, depending on the type antenna
used.

SIGNAL VOLTAGE

TRANSMITTING -RECEIVING
ANTENNA M~AGNETiC\ ANTENNA

FIELD

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL r

Polarization of a radiated wave Is determined by the direction of the lines of
force making up the electric field. Lines of force at right angles to the earth are
called VERTICALLY POLARIZED; lines which are paralled to the earth are called
11ORIZONTALL Y POLARIZED. Vertically polarized antennas are used for efficient
radit-ntinn n varthinllv nn!r17ad Iln a nf fnrra- Ornlisarlv hnrl7nntallv nnlairworl

ai-tennas are used for efficient roception of horizontally polarized lines of force.
Commanders at every echelon need to understand how to advantageously use
verticaly and horizontally po;arized ,ntennas. They need to underst'%nd that ver-
tically polarized antennas provide the best flexibil!ty in the attack Alhen rapid
movement detracts from enemy DF. The horizontally polarized antenna provides
the best security In the defense and longer range when transmittlnn in heavily
wooded areas. The unit communications-electronics officer should L., consulted
with regard to the proper use of all antennas.

26
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Either vertically or horizontally polarized antennas may be used at VHF. Ver-
tically polarized aitennas are more common for military communications
because they can produce an omnidirectional signal (radiating in 360 degrees)
and hence are very versatile. Omnidirectional signals are, however, more likely to
be Intercepted by the enemy. Horizontally polarized antennas are directional.
Both vertically and horizontally polarized signals can produce dead areas, called
nulls - zero signal - which can be oriented toward the enemy to reduce the
probability of Intercept when directional antennas are used. Vertically polarized
VHF signals are also stronger at 30 to 50 MHz with antenna heights under 10 feet;
above 50 MHz there is no practica, difference between the signal strength pro-
duced by vertically and horizontally polarized antennas.

Use of a horizontally polarized antenna reduces vdlnerability to intercept and
radio direction finding. A steerable, vertically polarized antenna will also reduce
the vulnerability of radio emitters to Intercept and radio direction finding. That's
It - the basic principles.

VC" TICAL
-- - ELEMENTS

ANTENNA 11
MAST
SECTION

GROUND PLANE
ELEMENTS

/7 '-----TAPE I

MAST ASKMOLY S

GUY ROPES [-FLAT

FLEISILE
STEEL

'FLEXILE SECTION
(MAY S SJUT TO
ANY ;'OSITION)L CU 

STRAP 
PLING UNIT

O*f CA.L[

ASSEM*LY
MAST

VERTICALLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS
SlE

SPRING

*The OE 254 antenna has replaced the RC 292 antenna shown above
in some unl.Hi noweuir, Um L** n;,. = z:ll;l . .

constant.
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As an example, at 30 MHz each half of this quarter-wave antenna Is 2.5m long
and at 76 MHz only 0.987m long. (Sea page 74 for an exampI6 an how to con-
3truct this antenna.)

PL"TIC ANJPR Coo 
RADI

HORIZONTALL4 POLRIED NTNN

RAI
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SECTION IV

HOW DOES RAD'1D DIRECTION FINDING WORK?

Radio direction finclInt,. Is a method of determining the approximate direction of
a transmitting antenna fradio or radar) by means of Its emissions at a single dkoc-
tion findhig positlo. 0troction finding can also deterninw the approximate loca-
'ion of in emitter by correlating the directions of arrival of Its several emissions
by a direction finding location and Identification system which may consist of one
(but usually th~ree or more) positions.

30



"A BEARING"

4rill,

One RDF bearing provides APPROXIAA TE direction, but not distance.

31



"A CUT91

Two RDF bearing usually provide APPROXIMATE direction and SOME CON-
CEPT OF distance.

32



"A FIX"9

Three or more RDF bearings are ref erred to as a fix. A fix usually provides bet-
ter direction and distance to form an APPROXIMATE location.

33



The same principle applies to locating radar equipment, but the enemy uses
DF equipment that is compatible with radar signals. Radars may be located more
accurately than radios due to their signal characteristics, and within a triangle or
circle having a radius of 50 to 200 meters.

34
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HOW AIRBORNE RADIO DIRECTION FINDING
WORKS

Airborne radio direction finding (ARDF) Is a radio direction finding system
mounted in a helicopter or a fixed-wing aircraft. The principles of ARDF operation
are similar to those which govern ground vehicle radio direction finding. But, the
use of an airborne platform Increases the elevation of the receiving antenna end
enhances its ability to intercept radio signals at greater distances.

35



ARDF Is not subject to as many effects of propagation error as is ground station
RDF. As an example, an aircraft can take a series of successive bearings along its
flight path and provide the effect of many ground station RDF bearings without
the limitation of Individual ground station error factors. (In many situations, In-
dividual ground station error factors accumulate to produce gross errors.) In
some Instances, the aircraft can also pursue the target transmitter while further
refining Its bearing at closing ranges. In this respect, ARDF is a special threat to
unconventional warfare end long-range reconnaissance units.

AIRBORNE RADIO DIRECTION FINDING FIX

More azimuths and better accuracy are possible with ARDF, but the aircraft Is
required to remain on track long enough to acquire a wide base for the DF bear-
Ings. If the aircraft Is diverted (as by anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) fire), then the
1* .. .I--O wll u, .USI&-I--W w .
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High Frequency ARDF. A simple radio transmitting antenna radiates waves In
many directions, although the strength of the waves may be greater in certain
directions and at certain angles above the ground. Both the skywave and ground-
wave may be used In HF communications. Long distance HF radio transmissions
operate principally by means of skywaves refracted from the Ionosphere to a
receiving antenna on the earth's surface. HF airborne direction finding opera-
tions are conducted against these Intentional and unintentional skywaves, prior
to retraction.

qR

.. .. . ................ ........ . ... ...,..... ...

. . . ........-.............. . ... . . ,...,.

AIRPLANE 19FR P~lt"

TRANSMITTER HF GROUND WAVE RECEIVER

In short distance HF radio transmissions, the groundwave rather than the

skywave Is the principal meares of communications. However, airborne DF Is con-
ducted against V iintentional by-product (skywave) of this type transmissilon.
The distance fro.n the transnlttef at which these waves can be received by ARDF
is affected by transmitter output power, antenna type, terrain, and operating fre-
quency. Eight kilometers is a typical distance. Although frequency affects wave
propagation, the manner in which airborne DF operations are conducted against
HF and VHF targets remains unchanged.

38



Very High Frequency ARDF. The energy from a VHF transmitting antenna 1.9
normally radiated as an omnidirectional wave thi ough the atmosphere to a rtcev-
Ing antenna located within flne-of-sight. Airborne equipment, because of greater
elevaption, Is capable of Intercepting this line-of-sight transmission at a greater
distance, enhancing Its operations at an extended range.

AA-- -

80km 30km 8km 0km

ARDF RECEIVER TRANSMITTER
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\ \\ ~ PRINCIPLES 0t- OPE9ATION

The establishment of a
snitanle base line Is bf-
fected by tactical,
strategic, and technical
considerations. In DF
operationa, a base line Is
Identified as the line or
axis along which lines of

~ \ \bearing are taken. It may
~ \ \be straight or curved,

depending upon a techni-
caiiy accepiaoie environ-

I' ment and the area to be
covered.

SSTART
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ARDF BEARING INDICATOR

After energy has been received by the antenna, passed through the coupling
system, amplified, and detected by the receiver, the bearing indicator translates
this energy into an Intelligible form from which the operator can determine the
direction of the arriving signal. Bearings are plotted to determine the location of
the transmitting antenna.

41
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ARDF provides the tactical commander with approximate location of hostile
emitters for subsequent destruction, deception, or continued observation for
ELWlintelligence exploitation.
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The basic mothod of DF plotting Is the meesurement, at a recehring or centraliz-
ed plotting station, of the angle between a predetermined reference line (usually

V. magnetic or true north), from * known acnt, and the direction of travel of the elec-
tromagnetic waves arriving fromn a distant transmitting atation. The results are
then plotted on a map and me point of Intersection Is the target't probable loca-
tion.
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SECTION VI

VHF DIRECTION FINDING ACCURACY

The VHF range (30 to 300 MHz) Is used by most tactical radios. This Is a simple
explanation to describe how RDF functions; Its accuracy is determined with
respect to VHF radios. A radio transmits and receives energy (radio waves). VHF
radio waves travel from the transmitter to a receiver by the groundwave which
travels directly to, or Is reflected by, the transmitter to the distant receiver
through or above the soil or sea. VHF communications are predominantly short
range, line-of-sight, FM voice and use omnidirectional vertically polarized
antennas.

VHF RDF depends on the effective radiated power (ERP) and the antenna direc-
tivity of the target emitter to provide a strong groundwave which may be targeted
by RDF. RDF is effective when equipment Is compatible with the modulation, fre-
quency, and bandwidth of the signal transmitter.

ELEVA11ON
EXTENDS
VHF RANGE

.,,GouND D,,RECT WAVE

GROUND 1V9. REFLECTED-

GROUND U-ACE WAVE----

0 KM 8 KM 30 KM 80 KM
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p Ground station RDF systems can determine approximate locations of VHF
transmitters at ranges from 0 to 40 kms or more. Airborne platforms can extend
the range of RIDF to 80 kms or more.
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DIRECTION FINDING
TARGET LOCATION ERROR

Direction finding accuracy Is determined by the power and antenna directivity
of the target transmitter; by electromagnetic Influencs which affect radio wave
propagation; and by the capability of direction finding equipment and operations.
Because rather complicated mathematical formulas are applied to determine the
effect of these influences, RDF accuracy was previously expressed for tactical
use with respect to ruies of probability and standard deviation as an equivalent
circular error probability (CEP).

A CEP is the radius of a circle within which a given percentage, usualv 50 per-
cent, of the projectiles is expected to fall. The term CEP Is most popular as an ar-
tillery term and is used to explain the delivery accuracy of a weapon system.
Because most tactical requirements for RDF have, in the post, been satisfied by
the CEP report, It is now used to indicate the target location error of direction
finding.

The intersection of three or more RDF bearings actually provides an elliptic pat-
tern; a CEP is deduced by repAting the length of half or two-thirds of the major
axis of the ellipse. The resuhi'ng CEP provides a mathematically crude, but rde-
quate location. A CEP by itself &-tes not provide targets.

ahU d Nvc 1cpmfl an nd c~ " 0. r uclfto Of - CO. MvI.m keg* O,..g,,,.

analysts should understand the model.

Fifty pement 66 pereMt of the lengtof
the maw axis of the Mia is used as the
radius f a CEP. As OF improves, some tacti-
Cal units are now using 66 percet of th
Ifgth of the major axis as the rads of the
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The equivalent CEP is determined by using one-half or two-thirds of the length
of the major axis to form the radius of the circle. Using a CEP Instead of an
e!lipse, we are now reporting the location of an emitter inside of a circle instead
of inside an "egg." The radius of the circle begins on the best probable location
determined by the ellip-e and extends outward to form a circumference related
to the degree of probability. The user should always Inquire as to the probability
factor of the CEP if It is not provided by the direction finding unit. Target analysts
should also be able to plot the more accurate RDF ellipse. However, a computer i:
required to provide RDF ellipse reports; manual systems cannot provide this
capabil:ty. As a result, most tactical RDF data are reported as a CEP.

15 0 0 -"

1- -SOO CE

1500-M CEP

When a 500-meter CEP is reported with a 90 percent probability, there is a 90
percent ch&,nce that the target transmitter Is located somewhere within a
500-meter radius of the circle. The circle with a radius of 500 meters contains
785,000 scuare meters or about 314 of a square kilometer. by comparison, a bat-
talion size command post's antenna array typically occupies about 10,000 square
meters. A single FMIVHF ground plane antenna occupies about nine square
meters.

If the CEP is Increased to 1,500 meters (a more typical RDF accuracy in tactical
situations), the circle will contain 7,065,000 square meters or about seven square
kilometers in which to locate a 10,000 square meter antenna array or a single
antenna occupying nine square meters. That information by Itself Is only of
marginal valua In the acquisition of targets. Butl Most enemy SIGINT analysts ap-
ply that Information in conjunction with poor SIGSEC on our part, with terrain
analysis, and with predictions of radio operator behavior (signal units consistent-
Iy use idemi MI iullulliu II lc p&lio) i4v1i 1U4JI.& ; r liiliy I SUW ti

master cluel
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Tactial RDF accuracy may be measured in meters of CEP. Experience Indicates
that an RDF accuracy cf 500 meters CEP Is considered to be a very good RDF fix.
Probably leops than ten percent of all RDF f ixes (on 100 different transmitters) will
be reported with an accuracy of 500 meters CEP.

359%/ CEPTOO 'A~CEP

CEP TOOHRITF

USE 50m+POOR CONSEC

CEP s ~ FOR TARGETING

SO~m+13%

1500m+

Percentile Graph of Typical RDF Fixes Reported as CEP at a
Rainge fromi Transm~tter to RDF Station of loes Then 30 Km
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MODEL OF ELLIPTIC ERROR PROBABLE

-.- .: .I

TWO STATION DF BEARING ERROR ELLIPSE

With the advent of computer-assisted RDF, the user of the RDF product should
become aware of how an elliptic error probability (EEP) Is derived and how to use
its ellipse. When plotted, an EEP provides a more accurate location than does a
CEP.

If one coild actually see radio wave propagation, It would appear in a manner
similar to the illustration. The RDF bearings form an ellipse. Usually three or more
bearings are used to determine an RDF fix, but only two RDF staions are shown
In the above Illustration to reduce diagram clutter.
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WHAT CAUSES RDF ERRORS?

There are three main causes of RDF error: radio wave propagation Irregularity;
RL, and emitter equipment inconsistencies; and RDF operat( mistakes. The key
words are system accuracy and operational accuracy of RDF. System accuracy is
evaluated in an electronics laboratory, where equipment is unaffected by en.
vironmental or human factors. It is system accuracy that is usually reported in
equipment manuals and threat documents. System accuracy provides a source of
comparison, but should not be used to predict the accuracy of target acquisition.
Operational security, on the other hand, is field accuracy - the results obtained
by experience during training exercises or combat. Let us examine, In general
terms, the principal causes of RDF error and their effect on RDF accuracy.

Radio Wave Propagation Irregularity.

One example of radio wave propagation effect is the multipath error which oc-
curs when a radio wave produces both a rsflective and an Instant component
wave, each arriving at different times and which may appear out of phase. The
direction finding station has difficulty determining the true signal. Where the
received signal arrives !rom two or more paths, the RDF operator will read an
azimuth that is In error and biased. Errors up to ten degrees can result from such
a condition. The VHF m,!tipath error is caused by other .%quipment located near
the RDF equipment, by man-made obstructions, or Dy terrain which may distort
the path of the signal. Multipath error occurs more frequently at VHF than HF
since a smaller area can act as a reflector to a VHF signal. This is Important
because when VHF radio operators deliberately place terrain obstacles to radio
wave propagation between the intended receiver and the enemy RDF, they take
advantage of the potential effect of multipath error. This technique is called
"masking." (More at-.jt masking In Section VIII.)

RDF Equipment Errors.

Tactical ROF equipment is designed to perform with a system accuracy within
plus or minus two degrees. Accuracy within plus or minus two degrees Is the
same as a total error of four degrees with regard to system plotting. The key
words reported in threat manuals are system accuracy. The operational accuracy,
also referred to as field accuracy, of enemy tactical RDF equipment Is usually
within plus or minus 3.5 degrees (total 0 to 7 degrees).
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Strategic or semi-permanent RDF eqluipment, usually targeted at HF com-
munications and located well behind the FLOT Is usually not more accurate than
plus or minus two degrees; but the greater distance between the target transmit-
ter and the RDF site results In larger linaar error and In a CEP In excess of 20
kilometers (closer to 50 kilometers). Nevertheless, strategic RDF plays an Impor-
tant role in detecting major troop movements. The Soviets probably used
stra*egic RDF and communications Intelligence (COMINTI to detect a temporary
grp between the German Fourth and Sixth Panzer Armies confronting Stalingrad
on 13 July 1942, allowing two-thirds of the Soviet forces trapped across the Don
River to escape - a significant factor In the eventual Soviet victory at Stalingrad.
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RDF equipmert operators can also contribute consi~emable eiror to RDF equip-
moAt by making eveon roinor mistakes In many oporatlonal and land rualelgationaI
functions for which they aare responsible. Additionally, tactical RDF equipment
can seldom be verified, or operator error distinguished from equip-Mont or Pro-
pagation erroh'. This Is Important becauss ROF Is susceptible to deception.

DeceSption Operatiols Against ROF.

RDF data enable analysts to determine the approximate location of aut activa
transmitter whose signal has been Intercepted and from' which ROF bnarings
were taken. RDF bearings In themselves do not provide rufftIclent Information to
corroctly Identify the~ traonentitter. Identification Is usually provided through
analysis of signals. If enemy SIGiNT aalysts are deceived Into believing that a
specific transmitter Is assigned to a division tactical command post, IDIF may
reinforce that conclusion. This Is especially true If RDF reports that the transmit-
ter Is Indeed located where a division command post should be located with
respect to the FLOT and other boundaries. Other deceptive techniques against
reconnaissance, to Include decoy equIpment and Installations, would further
infforce the doception. By contrast, an otherwise flawless decoption plan not

supported by electronic deception could be detected easily by RDF. It can be
arg Gd 1. r, 4% d 0 1 9O ., s n . rUia - O o Ur .1 'W' U aUb I' t o 1~ ED I or b 1%, t 1 C, U

sions drawn from RDF. That point is not contested.

The use of speoc;, security equipment (NESTOR or VINSON) with VFH radios
does not provide prtecton agist OIF. Speech security devices prevent clear
text revelation of unit identity or call bign identity; but, If only command and con-
trol noe use thosce devices, thoea the identification of key enmitters by RDF can still
be accomplished. In fact, when only key command and control nets within a unit
use speech secu1rity equipment, this practice greatly assists enemy RDF
operators Ei Idon!!yIng command post transmitters.
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SECTION Vi

THE THREAT

TACTICAL DF EFFECTIVENESS OF THREAT FORCES

Ta,.tical OF is effective. It is a threat. DF Is effective because large numbers of
RDF equipments are integrated end employed In conjunction with other In-
telligence to locate US Army and NATO emitters. OF is also used by the enemy to
idontify the control or weapon systems with wich these emitters are astoclated.
V F is used chley as an analytic aid to detect unit groupings and movements, and
to sort out communications systems. It also provides clues as to where friendly
forces are not located. However, when our forcu provide lucrative SIGINT
because of poor SIGSEC practices, the enemy forces may bs ibis to actually de-
pend upon OF to exploit the weakness and provide targeting deta for suppressive
fires; or i that islis, io diiv;u iw, Jaufuv rn;rc ---- ,t.. r v!SEC makna
DF very effective.

While ground force Intercept and OF equipment is not always highly
sophisticated, there !s a lot of it and It Is located very near the FLOT.

I
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THIS IS HOW A RADIO DIRECTION FINDINIG NET WORKS
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EFFECTIVE RADIO DIRECTION FINDING
SUPPORTS EFFECTIVE RADIO JAMMING

Efficient Jamming depends on direction finding to analytically select and
.. e,- lly locate target transmitters. The receiving element of the target transmit-
ter lb then selected for jamming, and the Jammer's antenna oriented to the koca-
Uon reported by RDF. Soviet doctrine establishes a requirement to jam US Army
command control, and weapon system communications when they cannot be
destroyed by suppreuive artillery ftres. The three main types of jamming &re II-
Iwiuated below. Enemy forces jam VHF, but they also depend on VHF for their
own command, control, and weapon systems. One way they are able to control
this problem is using VHF directional antennas which have a greater effective
radiated power (ERP) for their own communications. They practice this technique
In training. The Soviet type force use VHF and UHF multichannel communications
at selected key levels and employ HF tactical communications as a redundant
communications system down to tank pitoon level.

.iL t 4' hl _hl llo -,o,~,~ - , - -.4 , 4-

25 to 1N Iaz 3 Utz 25 Kl1 25 Kl1

SPOT JAMMING BARRAGE JAMMING SWEEP JAMMING

Three Methods of Communicationo Jamming

Jamming can also sup-
port OF by jamming a target

Ifor a prolonged pet lod and
causing tht target station
to backlog traffic. When the
jamming ir. terminated, the
target station may then
transmit continuously over 1
a long period to relieve the
backlog of traffic. Prolong-
ed transmission in these
cases enables DF to refine
numerous bearings obtal-
ed during the long transmit
time.
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DIRECTION FINDING AND TACTICS
ON THE MODERN BATTLEFIELD

The use of direction finding Is a tactical consideration; It is part of EW tartics.
Enemy forces are confronted wvith two tactical choices pertaining to the employ-
ment of ground station RDJF. If the enany commander's objective is to obtain the
best bearing to tactical transmitters within a compact, narrow, division area of the
FEBA, he wou!1 most likely locate his RDF poeitions on a straight or concave
baseline tc provide the best azimuth angis, at short ranges within 20 kms, and
fsir angles at longer ranges to 75 km.. This Is one Indication of a possible
penetration attempt by enemy forces. Similarly, If friendly RDF elements are pro-
perly aware of basic command plans they can deploy to provide the most effec-
tive support.

'r ~ L 4. 1

EXPECTED RDF TARGET AREA
FOR ENEMY BREAKTHROUGH OPERATIONS



If the enemy division commander's objective Is to obtain the best bearings over
a wide flanking area, he would most likely locate his RDF positions Ina triangular
or quadrilateral base pattern which provides fair azimuth angles on most
transmitters at the expense of more accurate angles on transmitters within short
range. This Is one Indication of a flanking attack. Surveillance techniques which
may reveai these employments should be considered as basic Intelligence re-
quiremenits along with other Crndications of enemy Intention&.

EXPE(3TE I HD- 1TARGET AREA
FOR ENEMY FLANKING ATTACK
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Before exploring the solution to this threat with the use of horizontally polariz-
ed directional antennas, let's look at the enemy's RDF antenna characteristics.

THE ADCOCK RDF ANTENNA

The Adcock RDF antennas usually consist of from two to eight spaced vertical
antennas connected in opposition. There are other variations, but the Illustration
shown below is typical. It Is most efficient against the vertically polarized compo-
nent of an Incoming radio wave. The Adcock antenna Is especially reliable for
JHF signals at a point beyond strong ground wave range (e.g., In an area to the
rear of the FEBA). As a result, when the vertically polarized component of a radio
wave predoinates, as is presently the case with US Army tactical communica-
tiones using omnidirectional antennas, the Adcock antenna is very effective and
has little if any polarization error. Its chief weakness is its limited effectiveness in
detecting horizontally polarized antennas. In addition, the Adcock antenna a nd
Its connecting cables are comparatively complicated to adjust. The Adcock direc-
tion finder Is not a first choice for a multi-polarization tactical device. Good
calibration of the Adcock at a new site is very difficult and Is seriously affected by
changing weather conditions. Nevertheless, the Adcock type antenna remains
more than adequate for enemy forces so long as the US Army relies heavily on
vertically polarized, omnidirectional, VHF antennas for tactical communications.

TOP VIEW FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW
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LOOP ANTENNAS

Enemy forces may also use spaced loop, rotatable loop, and other loop type
tactical VHF direction finding antennas. Like the Adcock, the spaced loop is a ver-
tically polarized antenna made up of two parallel loops fixed coexially to the ends
of a rotatable boom. Several variations are available and ROF positions of this
type may be mobilo. The sp,-ced loop t.-tenna is not very suitable for tactical con-
ditions. The position requires considerable installation and calibration time, has
poor sensitivity, a'nd bearing ambiguity is difficult to discern. As a result, its ac-
curacy is limited, However, other HF and VHF loop antennas do have tactical
applic ,tion.

A special purpose RDF loop antenna used by US Army Special Forces units is
shown below to illustrate the small size which is possible with systems of this
type. These man-packed units may be used to detect the goneral location of
transmitters end for thet purpose they are highly effective. They are also effective
as homing devices.
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SECTION VIII

HOW TO BEAT RADIO DIRECTION FINDING
ALONG WITH THE JAMMING AND

ARTILLERY FIRE IT DIRECTS

n#% the httls Ihe~nia and emir units ars mHatinn anid ninn fisat R np is nnt

a significant threat to fighting units. But when we sltup or go Into tho defense,

vides targets for suppression - free targets.



Duringj field training exercises, poor COMSEC allows location (by RDF) of many
divisional, brigade, battalion, and company command posts wfth aim accuracy
(100 to 250 meters) sufficient for target destruction.

PROVIDING RE:VELATION
OF LOCATIKN BY O-EAR
TEXT OR UNAUTHORIZED

COD 0R CIPHER

Viif'W-MLY POLARIZED Vf
AINAL IS COMPATIBLE

W 1-H MMEY TACTICAL P1UP USE OF OMMOIRCTKNAL
EOUIPMENT ANTENNA PROVIDES WA)AL

TO BE INTERCEPTED VAT1'LN A

HEFEi ANG TO :10.t

LOCI.TION BY
REFEAENCE TO

TERRAIN
Fl ATtIRES

US ARMY RDF TARGETED UNITS MAY NOT BE ABLE TO
FIGHT AND WIN UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES
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Electronic emitters can be used to Identity units, weapons, and command

posts because ...

Unit identity con be simply determined by one or a combination of -

(1) Plain text revelation.
(2) Type transmitter.
(3) Call sign peculiarity.
(4) Analysis of communications traffic.
(5) Transmitter modulation.
(8) Operator Identification.
(7) Duration and frequency of messages.
(8) Analysis of unauthorized codes or ciphers.
(9) Misuse of authorized calisigna, codes or ciphers.

ALL OF THIS IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL
LOCATION OF A UNII ON THE BATTLEFIELD PROVIDED BY DIRECTION
FINDING.

IINTERCEPTFED INTELLIGENCE:,

TYPE r RA &I ,i~
CALL SIGNS OA
MESSAGE FOR~MAT H 472
FFIWIENCY K
TIME OF TRANSMISSION -I
DURATION4 OF TRANSMISSION

OPERATOR CHIARACTERISTICS:-
I I (ARTICUJLATION, IDIOM,.

53.2 CIPHER SYSTEM FNIM1
LA M- APPROXIMATE GN

IST N _LAILO.LY !2F UNIT

A raA~g% aliasI wprvdea Infnrwmnlan *won when protected by code or cipher.

Electronic eitters can provide the enemy with the detection, general location,
and possible Identity of the unit which they serve.



RADIO OPERATORS USING PLAIN TEXT MOST OFTEN REVEAL:

ADA LOCATION FLOT

AIRBORNE LAUNCH AREA FORWARDING STAGING AO

AIRHEAD FREQUENCY COMPROMISE

AIRSTRIKE TARGETS FSCL

ASP GOPL

ARMOR LOCATION HELl PAD

ASSAULT STRIP LRRP (LOC-ROUTE)

ARTY LOCATION MANEUVER SCHEME

ARTY TARGETS MARSHALLING AREA

AUTHENTICATION FAILURE MINE FIELD

AVENUE OR APPROACH MISSILE LOCATION

BARRIER LOCATION NUCLEAR WEAPON LOCATION

BOUNDARY LINE OBJECTIVE AREA

Dn'Jm
-  %jDofIr-r 's rjoa I

CALL SIGN COMPROMISE OFFENSIVE PI-ANS

CAPABILITY OFFENSE VULNERABILITY

COMMAND POST PATROL ROUTE

COMMUNICATIONS SITE PERIMETFQ

CONCENTRATIONS (TROOP) PHASE LINE

CONVOY (TIME-LOC) POL SUPPLY

DEFENSE POSITION RADAR LOCATION

DEPLOYMENT SCHEME RESUPPLY LOCATION

DGZ SHORTAGES (CRITICAL)

DZ/LZIPZ TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTER

EVASION ROUTE VIP LOCCATIONS

p



Electronic emitters can reveal locations of units, weapons, and command posts
because ...

/ A

locatio ca beapoiae ydrcinfnigadte e-e oa cu

racy~~~ cufc/tfrtre custo ypa~ etrvlto;rfrnet eri
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ECCM~ -CAIS AN EFFECTIVI MEANS OF COUNTERING ENEMYRAOEERNC

r(t_)MHAT -IT C~AN BEAT ENEMY RDF
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GOOD ECCM TECHNIUUES

I USE LOW POWER

When you transmit on lower power, you reducto tLe opportunitj for an enemy to
hear your signal. If the signal can't be hoard, the tiansmitter can't be~ lo' ,Ved ty
radio direction finding.

Obviously, If your own station can't hear the signal either, the radio Ir of little
use. The trick Is to use only enough ERP to be heard within your n -, NO not
enough to be heard by the enemy. This Is accomplished by towoiughly
understanvng radio wave bohav~or, and by using lower power wherever possiblo
and the best antenna for each sftu3tion.

Unfortur tely, tactical VHF radios have only two power settings: low and high.
Most operaitors sise only the high setting be.nause they Incorrectly think h~f4h
power Is better an~d that the low power position Is useless. The lowesi power set-
ting available on iiia squipimeiit should be tried first. Let us loolk at the foltowing
examp,..

8



A tank platcon will --erate in formations in which Its tanks will be seprated
from one snother by about 100 to 1,000 meters. Even when the tank's VHFIFM
rai1to is set on iow IxWr, the radio transmits A effective signal which may be
received by w'adlo dircton finder&. at a distnce In jxcess of 10 kms, and perhaps
as far as 30 kms. On the high power setting, a radio direction finder may be able
to Intercepi the signal at a distance from 30 to 8C km.. ARDF can certainly in-
tercept the high power signal at a distance cf 80 kms.

_ _
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Ones imple opeator procedure to reduce ERP of the AN)VRC-1 2 and
ANIPRC-77 radio using a lower power setting Is bend and tie the AS 1729 toward
the ground. This to-chnique may not be possible with future shorter antennas that
are expected In the Inventory In the coming decade.

CAUTION

DO NOT TRANSMIT USING ONLY THE
ANTENNA STUB OR WITHOUT ANY ANTENNA AT ALL

Using the AKIVRC-12, ANIPRC-77, or
AWIPRC-74 rales without aui artarnna
or with only the antenna stab resuilts In
sewete rnlM$tcli of the power outiput
sta. At certals frequaticies, this is-
mnatch Is so severe that the milmum
Ws1- o~po460i NIIAt tor iha's jzcw.-. -M,
pilla transistor could kt exceeded
causing permanent damage to the todiol

Another methuod of reducing EAP aind distoriing the radiation pattern In the
horizont,9l plane Is to carry the ANiPRC-i7 upside down with the antenna tip a
foot abovo the soil. This technique will usually provide a good strong surface
Iwwn witidin a radan nf five k~lamatatra while reduclna the radius of the direct
wave most usable to RDF and AFIDF.

Use the smallest aitenns which will permit effectve communications. Do not
hesitate to take the %.ctra step of changing from a ground pians mntenna to a
short-whip antenna whenever posble.



USE A MOBILE ANTENNA

This procedure providea a highly mobile command nea antenna which can be

rapidly relocated. and does not tie a command poet to an an~tenna array.
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USE DIRECTIONAL HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS

For v3rsatility, the omnidirectional vertically polarized antenna Is best. The
flexibility provided by omnidirectional anteunas is Important to the commander
during the attack, wIhen it Is difficult to maintain correct orientation for horzonta-
ly polarized directional antennas. Vertically polatized omnidirectional antennas
are required for communications between moving vehicles. However, when
ECCM Is considered, the omnidirectional antenna has one chief disadvan-
tage - a danger. Omnidirectional antenna signals travel In a 360-degre. radius
and usually well scroas the FEBA whwre they are susceptible to Intercept and
RDF. Horizontally polarized directional antennas should be considered for lateral
communications whenever possible.

Enemy forces primarily use Adcock and vertical loop RDF antennas which are
designsd for optimum performance when receiving vertically polarized radio
waves. A horizontally polarized transmitting VHF antenna will radiate a
predominantly norizontaiiy poiarized wave from iwn fo ;u, tit k;o,-iip,,- "ram. tha
transmitter. The horizontally polarized wave will create some bearing error in an
Adcock antenna, and a very large error In a vertical loop antenna. This may cause
an error as much as five times geeter than the usual operational error (about 20
degrees), creating unusable RDF bearing*. It is impossible for an ROF operator to
continually adjust tactical ground operated RDF equipment, particularly Adcock
antennas, to compensate for both vertical and horizontal waves. If US forces
would use both vertically and horizontally polarized omnidirectional and direc-
tional VHF artennas along with good COMSEC practices, direction fi. ing would
become more difficult and expensive for our adversary.

End- or center-fed half-wave or quarter-wave directional antennas offer many
advantages with VHF radios. For example, a doublet antenna provides a more
directional signal antenna which can reduce the enemy's ability to Intercept the
siqnal by 20 to 40 percent. It also provides a 20 percent greater range, especially
In wooded areas, by Increasing ErP In the d._-!red direction. This is a useful
ECCM technique.

FORMULA FOR 112 WAVE ANTENNA FORMULA FOR 114 WAVE ANTENNA

Antonna 468 Antenna 234
Lenath - Frequency jLength , Frequency
InFest InMHz I n F ot InMHz 1



A VHF directional antenna Is small - only nine feet long for a frequency of 50
MHz, or 6.5 feet for a frequency of 70 MHz. An antenna of this size Is easily con-
cealed. Doublets are also easily constructed from copper wire (or landline), a
"co ,ra head," and two plastic C-ration spoon insilators. Yes, there are
drawbacks - when one station uses a horizontally polarized antenna, so also
should the other station; end correct antenna orientation between both stations
Is Important. But, the advantages, particularly in a defensive situation, warrant
consideration of this technique wherever practical. Antennas of this type are not
suitable for fast-moving offensive operations. A horizontally polarized directional
antenna provides the commander an alternative - just as a white phop.ohorous
(WP) artillery round is an alternative, not a substitute for a highly expiotivo (.)
artillery round.

I/

PLASTIC SPOON we I COMaMO WIE

i WAVE LLN.GTH I WAVE LIENGTH

TRANSUiSSI LINE

Horizontally polarized center-fed doublet antenna for AN/PRC-25 or ANi 0 RC-77
radio. (See TM 11-2651 and TM 11-5820-467-15.)

Ii
r

Antenna horizontal. (Radiation directional and at right angies to antenna.)
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Advantages of Halfl-Wave Horizontally Polarized VHF Antennas In Comparison
to Vertically Polarized Antenna*:

" The horizontal antenna produces a more stable signal in tli presence of
Interference (Jamming).

* The horizontal antenna produces a more stable signal when used In or near
doee wood s.

" The horizontal antenna Is more readily camouflaged without lose of signal.
" Small changes In antenna location do not cause large variations In signal

strength.
" The horizontal antenna Is more difficult to direction find because of polariza-

tion and because Its signal can be directed to Intended recipients and away
from enemy RDF In many applications.

Horizontally polarized antennas may be coneitructed by following lnstructiOnb
In -

TM 11-5820-467-12 (long wire for ANIPRC-77 radio)
TM 11-2651 (antenna groups ANIGRA-4 anid ANIGRA-1 2, center-fed doublet)
TM 11-5820-467-15 (antenna group ANIGRA-50).

While the Information provided In these manuals Is tailored for HF application,
the dipole dimensions can be readily scaled down for the particular operating fro-
quency In the VHF range at the proper 60-ohm Impedance required by the
ANIPRC-1 2 and ANIPRC-77 radios.

RF cable assembly CG-6921U which has an Insulator IL-4IGRA-4 permanently
attached can be used to feed a doublet antenna.

VSUP' T LTRUINAL LUS

0: *MIP APITECN6A
0. COPIDCONNICTOO

AT 984A10 used to make end-led antenna for ANIPRC-77 radio. (See TM
11-6820-667-12.)
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Both Transmitting and Receiving Stai,"s Should
Use Antenna With Same Polarization.

(NULL)L)

APC Serves as Counterpoise

HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS INCREASE
* OPERATING RANGE BY 20 PERC&NT IN WOODED TERRAIN WHILE

REDUCING THE ENEMY'S OPPORTUNITY TO INTERCEPT BY 20 TO 40
Dgnt'gua
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DECOY ANTENNAS

When practical, surplus decoy antennas can be set up In credible antenna
locations within 2,000 to 5,000 meters of the command post. Intelligence analysts
place special emphasis on photographs or reconnaissance reports of visible
antenna arrays. Real antennas, especially distinct.ve microwave antennas. must
be carefully camouflaged.
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REDUCE COMMUNICATIONS TIME

Another way to reduce the probability of signal Intercept by
the enemy Is to use radio ctmmunications only when
necessary. Consider the use of landline communications where
practical; use personniel as guides rather than providing direc-
tion and location over the radio. Once station identity is con-
firmed (ALPHA ONE BRAVO ONE SIX, THIS IS ALPHA ONE
BRAVO TWO SEVEN), eliminate call sign redundancy by using
the last letter of the changing portion of the call sign plus the
suffix (BRAVO ONE SIX, THIS IS BRAVO TWO SEVEN). Call sign
procedure is not a substitute for authentication. Limit conversa-
tion to less than 30 secondu - a 20 second signal Is Ideal.

Enemy RDF is not as effective once an offensive operation has begun. We &re
usually mving too fast. Short communication time Is not as critical during the
bfaUte; but inn" s-------.-. .- .f---a s a -- nter-RnF technique are vital during the
preparation phase, the approach to the objective, or In the defense. Since the
discovery of the ,,splacement of a reinforcing unit is critical, the reserve force
should not use radio coq'vnunications unless necessary.

An observant enemy nroi:es that in too many instances US Army tactical corn-
munications may be used as a substitute for complete battle planning. Analysis
of US tactical communications, Illustrated in the following graph, Indicates that
most communications used In training exercises are explanatory, not directive In
nature. Tactical communications should be used to rapidly convey decisions, to
key standing operating procedures, and to direct alternative courses of action.
Execution of the battle must be inherent In training, planning, ingenuity, and
team work. Vulnerability of communications to Intercept and direction finding Is
Indicated by the large volume and context of communications notod on command
ilnks prior to contact with the enemy. This pattern uniquely distinguishes the US
Army in the attack prior to its departure from the assembly area. Additionally, the
communications pattern depicted In the graph defoies electronic concealment.
There Is too much traffic to be concealed. By contrast, the preferred comm, lca-
tions pattern (Indicated by the shaded area of the graph) can be concealed prior
to contact.
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Vulnerability to enemy RDF Increases as the FE3A is approached.
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•Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP): (Designed to evaluate units in

mission accomplishment as opposed to a t(.st oriented atmosphere.)
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CONSIDER THE USE OF MORSE CODE WITH VHFIFM IN PLACE
OF VOICE WHERE PRACTICAL

Communications time can also be reduced by using an inexpensive (less than
$15.00) radio code tone oscillator (used to practice Morse code and obtainable at
radio supply stores) installed at the audio input of FMIVHF radios. This adaptation
permits the transmission of short Morse code tone signals instead of voice
signals, which are of long duration. The signal is clear, sharp, and perceptible at
greater distances than is voice, and when used with a directional antenna, Is an
excellent COMSEC technique. Radlotelegrapher's Q and Z signals may serve as a
basis for a divisional "Morse code" system. Special Forces and long-range
reconnaissance units put FMIMorse code to good use In Vietnam.

COOLC O
OSCILLATOR 4

,DL-~ -O.Uo ;UG L.

%T ,AN/PRC-ZG 4 77 RADIO

*0 &, I a AI 01 COo, 040 *70

THIS IDEA IS A TECHNIQUE FROM THE FIELD. CONSULT THE UNIT C-E OFFICER

FOR PROPER USE OF THIS 1 piNiUUI UVIH UUNINULLEU VHF NEIT.
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ANTENNA MASKING

Antenna masking is the technique of hiding radio signals behind terrain. It is
an inexpensive way tc confuse RDF effoits. VHF radio waves bend; ,hey are
reflected by buildings and mountains, and absorbed by trees. When this hap-
pens, it is difficult to determine the original direction from which the wave was
transmitted, but the hearability of the signal is minimally affected. A radio
operator can advantageously use this principle by attempting to place terrain
obstacles between the transmitter and the FLOT, while affording an unblocked
psth to the intended receivers. Hills, lakes, and dense forests also provide terrain
obstacles. Antenna masking elso occurs when antennas ais positioned on the
back slopes of hills. A radio operator should also erect antennas as low as ede-
quate communications permit; and, in all cases, antennas should be camouflag-
ed to blend with terrain.

(I 
27I•'" •VIEITAION ' E' • 
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A UTHENTICA TE

So aware of Imitative corny siniations deception (ICD). Authenticate: ICD Is fra-
(,uently used by an anemy to prolong communicatlort RDF thrivus on proinged
commnmL!ications -i.-on't b~i caught by thie iure.



CHANGE CALL SIGN, FREQUENCY, AND SCHEO)ULE

Change call signt, frequencies, and schedules at least
every 24 hours; change coil sign suffixes as well. Don't
circumvent the automated CEOI. These techniques
reduce the enemy'n ability to anaiyze RDF reports In con-
junction with COMINT.



USE YOUR ENGR YPTION VS

Use the KAL 61 DRYAD rother appropriate encryp.
tiOn SYStem for all nuinbers
(MOP Coordinatas, 014-fances, does, and flme8).
When used with an INSC)M LSaccredited brevity Iigt, theKAL 61 can also encrypt
Words. phrases, and shortstandardized message$. Donot assist the enemy bymaking approximate RDF

~~~i-l rcis* due to "D4V
Poor COMSEC. Never dis-
Cbss Past, Present, or future
locations !n Plain text.

AUROZEDS

SECURDE
COMMUNICATIONS
F6 F



RADIO OPERATORS MUST BE TRAINED!

Operation of a 1/4-ton vehicle or a 1G-mm projector is a comparatively simple
task for most US Army personnel; nevertheless, a definitive training and licensing
program Is required to ensure personal and group safety as well as to prevent
equipment abuse. In combat, misuse of the radic can result in the death of an en-
tire unit. Use of any tactical radio should be restricted to Individuals (especially
office a) who continually demonstrate equal qualification in both radio-operator
skills and COMSEC.

.6
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I I RADARS AND MICROWAVE TRANSMITTERS

Though this training circular pertains chiefly to RDF of VHFIUHF, FM, single
channel communications emitters, radars and VHF microwave transmitters pose
special problems to be considered In conjunction with communications emitters.

Radars are targets.

The nature of a radar wave (as opposed to an HFIVHF radio wave) makes direc-
tion finding of a radar very accurate and lucrative. Direction finding of radars can
be very precise -- to within a CEP of 50 meters at a range of 10 to 20 kilometers.
This accuracy is sufficient for divecting immediate and effective artillery fire. Too
frequently US Army units collocate radars with radio transmitters, especially in
artillery units. Even when the rad3r operator practices good electronic security
(ELSEC), the combination of radar signals and radio traffic provides considerably
more SIGINT to the enariy than tvhen both emitters are separated. This is an op-
portunity for better use of landline communications. Do not Iocae radars near
communications cents rs or command and control areas. Ensure radar equipment
operators practice good ELSEC.

- -

. . ".,HE BEST RF WAfiGETS

I 'k ON THE BATTLEFIELD

AWITPS 25j

v- 44

AW PPS5A
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RADIQELECT.RONIC COMBAT (REC)

The most significant h.terference Enemy radlo-electronic combat
caused by Threat electronic warfare target priorities generally are as
operitlons Is called radio-electronic foliows:
coutbat. REC differs from US elec-
trortic warfare In that there is a direct * Nuclear-capable artillery and Air
ik between collectors and fire sup- Force units and associated com-
port means. The purpose of REC is to mand and control systems.
destroy or disiupt US command con-
trol means. Soviet REC units continu- * Command posts, observation
ously intercept and analyze frienoly posts, communications centers, and
communications and noncommuni- radar stations.
cations emitters. As nets are identi-
fied, priorities are established for * Other field artillery, tacilcal air
jamming and destruction. support, and air defense units.

.4 The equipment below, usually * Reserve forces and logistic
found well forward on the battlefield,
supports the enemy at all levels of * Point targets that my jeopardize
command. advancing onemy forces.

ADCK ANTENNA

RADAR DIRECTION
FINDER TELESCOPIC

)0 ANTEK:IA

VHF TACTiCAL DIRECTION FINDER

THREE POLE ANTENNAS

- ~BASKET ANTENNHA-0

A ~iLJ00

CON I 9OLLER JAMMER VHFIFM RADIO JAM4ER

SOVIET RADIO-ELECTRONIC COMBAT EQUIPMENT
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NON.OMMUNICATIONS INTERCEPT AND DIRECTION FINDING

A US Army division is alloceted approximately 400 noncommunications emitters
(to Include radar sets, navigational beacons, aircraft landlng systems, Identifica-
tion as friend or foe (IFF) devices, drone control units, fuzes, electro-optic devices,
searchlight;, and meterologic dota gathering systems). Although these systems
vary widely in el ctronlc characteristics and in method of deployment, they usual-
ly radiate electromagnetic energy into potentially hostile territory where It is
vulnerable to intercept and analysis by enemy SIGINT units.

Intercept of Emissions.

Signal strength and the amount of operating time are two major factors which
must be considered in determining the Interceptability of various noncommunica-
tions emitters. Powerful radar signals can be Intercepted at distances five times
greater than t.heir operating range; i.e., a radar searching for targets with a max-
imum range of five kilometers would be vulnerable to Intercept at distances in ex-
cess of 25 kilometers. This is because the radar Intercept operator Intercepts the
strong emitted signal and Is not forced to receive the weak echo signals required
by the radar uperator. Early warning and surveillance radars must operate for
prolonged periods of time to accomplish their surveillance mission; therefore,
t0ey are extremely vulnerable to Intercept. Fire control and guidance radars
operate at brief or intermittent periods, causing them to be less susceptible to in-
tercept. However, regardiess oT ine duFuiu, u th' e oproraf.ng piod, a.. raft-
tions are vulnerable to Intercept.

Signal Analysis.

Important signal Information is contained in the technical characteristics or
parameters of the noncommunications emitter signal anr its direction of arrival.
Signal analysis can reveal tha type and function of the emitter; and the direction
of arrival information can perml, location of the emitter. The basic parameters of
the emitted signal are:

The carrier frequency is obtained from the tuning dial of the receiver or, more
accurately, from a frequency counter.

Moduiation characteristics, which Include pulse width, pulse recurrence dis-
play frequency, and pulse shape are obtained from an oscilloscope display of
the detected video waveforra.

The direction of areival is derived from the orientation of the directional recelv-
Ing antennas.
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The antenna scan measurement is derived from the pattern displayed on the
oscilloscope or dvtected audibly by means of a headset.

The amount of radiated power Is estimated from signal strength measurements
and the distance from the emitter.

These characteristics are then examined to deerm!ne the type of emitter and
the control function or weapon system with which it is used. No two friendly emit-
ters nave the same combination of carrier frequency, pulse repetition rate, or
pulse width. If the ,eceived signal has some unusual characteristic, the emitter
can be uniquely identified or "fingerprinted." The movement of the emitter ca,
then be tracked as It is deployed at various locations, providing reliable in-
telligence Information.

Direction Finding Emitter Location.

Because of the sharpness of the radar wave, highly directional antennas, which
have an appreciable output signal only when oriented toward the emitter, are
able to provide very accurate direction finding information. Direction finding from
two or more radar direction finders permits a radar emitter to be located by apply-
ing basic trigonometry or by plotting the data as shown in the figure. The CEP of
radar emitter locations is sufficient to direct artillery or missile fire.
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ELINT INTERCEPT
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OF Reading SCA
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OF Reading
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EMITTER LOCATION USING DIRECTION FINDING TECHNIQUES
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A PEN TESTING 8 - CLOSED LOOP TESTING
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JAMMERS ARE TARGETS TOO

Friendly jammers also makto up a large portion of RDF electromagnetic targets
on the battlefield. No longer can these high radiatlon devices be deployed to the
highest terrain to operate for toxtended periods. The modern battlefield requires
highly moblio jammers capable of moving constantly while still operating. The
high amount of radiated power and the peculiar signal transmitted by jammers
enable enemy RDF to easily identify them as targets for suppressive fires.
Deployment of tactical jammers requires optimum SIGSEC tactics.

Jan,aers must radiate large power levels across the FLOT and be located close
to thp FEBA. These conditions create conslderable vuinsrability with a high pro-

i, bability of intercept and accurate DF locations. Jammers should be sighted In
,ljcations that offer more than one exit. Jammers will also be targets of opportuni-

ty for enemy reconnaissance units as well as unconventional !orces. Operators
"W-.l~ "%FB..--I .. 'spoww" 111 --18 -- *V --W. Awe W-WW.-%Y.
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A Few Words About Microwave Transmitters.

Microwave communications systems use highly directional antennas. An ROF
has to be directly in tha path of the microwave signal before it is effective and
then the distance to the transmitter Is difficult to measure accurately. It is not un-
common, however, to observe microwave systbrn operators ushg an HF or VHF
radio with an omnidirecticnal antenna to communicate from one end of a
microwave link to the other. HF or VHF communications usually reflect service
traffic distinctly familiar only to microwave systems - used at command posts.

MULTICHANNEL LINK AN/GRC 106
\93~CE ORDER WIRE
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COUNTER-OF COMBAT STEPS

You can beat RDF by using these techniques:

e Reduce transmit power to minimum level required to permit communications.

e Use mobile antennas where practical.

* Use horizontally polarized directional antennas where tactical utility permits.

* Remote radios one kilometer or more.

* Use decoy antennas.

e Transmit as quickly as possible, then get off the air. Organize message con-
tett beforehand to minimize transmission time and consider not transmitting
the message by radio or telephone If alternate means exist.

e Site radio station with obstacle between it and enemy to reduce possibility of
Intercept. This is referred to as antenna masking.

* Use proper authentication procedures.

* Train radio operators.

e Take special care with radars and microwave transmitters.

e Take special care with jammers.

* Use encryption devices to prevent the enemy from refining ROF locations
with measurement data provided through poor COMSEC. Use proper call
signs.

* Use dummy load (antenna) for maintenance and tune-up procedures.

e Employ random transmissions, tather than working on a schedule to reduce
iho oi-llyi~'b 6666 0" wmm1afryp"..

* Do not peak traffic before an attack or any major change In strategy.

a Use radar blinking where practical.

*U S. GOVENMENI PRINTING OFFUIE: 1977-735.89545
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